In this paper, taking account of the detectability of a sensor for a target being in the neighborhood of a searching point, an optimal distribution of searching effort maximizing detection probability for a stationary target is investigated. Defining a function of extended effect of searching effort, the problem is formulated as a variational problem and theorems of the optimal distribution of searching effort are derived. By this model, the assumption of local effectiveness for searching effort in Koopman's model is removed and reality of the model is improved. A procedure for calculating the optimal (or suboptimal) solution is presented, and applying it, an optimal search plan for the datum search situation is analyzed in detail. Meaning of the conditions of the optimal solution and its properties are elucidated. Generalizations of the model and problems to be investigated in future are also discussed. He also presented basic theorems for the optimal distribution of searching effort which maximizes detection probability of a stationary target [71. After the war, problems of optimal distribution of searching effort for various search situations have been investigated by many authors enthusiastically, such as optimal searches for a moving target, survivor searches for a mortal target, two-sided searches taking account of the forestalling detection by the target and optimal searches with criterion other than detection probability of the target, etc. These theoretical development of the studies on the optimal search plan were compiled and reviewed in the text books [3, 5, 81 , and theories have been extended to more general resource allocation problems [21. In those studies on the optimal distribution of searching effort, i t should be noted that a crucial assumption called "local effectiveness of searching effort" has been imposed consistently. In this assumption, the searching effort allocated to a point is assumed to be effective on detecting the target being at the searching point only and does not have any effect on the target in the neighborhood of the searching point, However, this assumption is not valid in real world applications, since a sensor used in search operations usually has its effective range and the target being in the range is detectable. Therefore the assumption of local effectiveness of searching effort may be said that i t spoils the reality of search model, especially for search problems in continuous search space. It is very strange that the assumption of local effectiveness of searching effort has been kept rigidly in the studies on
1. In t roduc t ion During World War II, Dr. Koopman, B.0. and his colleagues in the Operations Research Group of U. S. Navy devoted intensive effort to developing efficient search operat ions in antisubmarine warfares. They es tab1 ished many fundamental concepts of search theory and Koopman compiled the studies in "Search and Screening [61. ?? He also presented basic theorems for the optimal distribution of searching effort which maximizes detection probability of a stationary target [71. After the war, problems of optimal distribution of searching effort for various search situations have been investigated by many authors enthusiastically, such as optimal searches for a moving target, survivor searches for a mortal target, two-sided searches taking account of the forestalling detection by the target and optimal searches with criterion other than detection probability of the target, etc. These theoretical development of the studies on the optimal search plan were compiled and reviewed in the text books [3,5,81, and theories have been extended to more general resource allocation problems [21. In those studies on the optimal distribution of searching effort, i t should be noted that a crucial assumption called "local effectiveness of searching effort" has been imposed consistently. In this assumption, the searching effort allocated to a point is assumed to be effective on detecting the target being at the searching point only and does not have any effect on the target in the neighborhood of the searching point, However, this assumption is not valid in real world applications, since a sensor used in search operations usually has its effective range and the target being in the range is detectable. Therefore the assumption of local effectiveness of searching effort may be said that i t spoils the reality of search model, especially for search problems in continuous search space. It is very strange that the assumption of local effectiveness of searching effort has been kept rigidly in the studies on the optimal distribution of searching effort until now.
In this paper, taking account of the detectability of a sensor for a target in the neighborhood of searching point, we formulate a search model relaxing the assumption of local effectiveness of searching effort, and obtain an optimal (or suboptimal) solution. In the next section, assumptions of our model are described in detail and system parameters are defined precisely. Our problem is formulated as a variational problem and theorems for the optimal solution are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the optimal distribution of searching effort in datum search situation in detail, and finally in Section 5, elucidations of the theorems obtained in this paper, generalization of our model and problems to be investigated in future are discussed.
. Assumptions of Mode!
Assumptions of the model dealt with in this paper are described as follows.
(1). A stationary target hides in a continuous n-dimensional Euclidean space R' and its position is denoted by I e P. A searcher wants to locate the target.
Although the target position is uncertain, a probability distribution of the target, P. d. f. dB, is assumed to be known to the searcher.
(2).
Let 4> be a limit of searching effort available to the searcher such as search time, total search man-hour or effective search area in the target space. <1> is assumed to be continuously divisible when it is allocated in the target space. Let <^ (D be searching effort density allocated to a point X RR in the target space. 4 = {<f> (Dl is called a search plan or an effort distribution.
If we need to discriminate the target position from the searching point, the target position is denoted by IT with subscript T. (3). Effectiveness of searching effort density <^ (X) at X e 5" on detecting the target being at XT is assumed to be given by <f> (Bg(X-IT). Here, the function g(X-IT) specifies diminishing ratio of effectiveness of unit searching effort density by a vector X-Xr from the target position IT to the searching point X.
Denoting the vector by z and the distance Izl = IX-XrI, g(z) is defined by
where S z is Dirac' s delta function and 0 < e < 1. Hereafter, the function g(z) is called the extended effect function of searching effort, and gr(z) is assumed to be integrable on P. The scale factor 7 of the extended effect function g is given by
(4).
The conditional detection probability of the target (called as detection function) at IT by the searching effort <^ W A X allocated in [X,XtAI] is assumed to be given by the exponential detection function (the random search formula) as
(3) (5) . We assume that the detections of the target by searches at different points Xi's are independent each other, ( 6 ) . Measure of effectiveness of a search plan 4 is assumed to be the detection probability P(4 of the target and a search plan <^ which maximizes P ( <^) is 
By the assumption (5) of the independent detection of the target, P(@ lXr) is calculated as follows.
On the other hand, we can easily prove the next relation for an integrable function FO). Applying the above relation to P(4 IXT), we have a Therefore, the detection probability of the target by a plan 4 is presented by
Since the searching effort @ (I) in Eq. (4) is non-negative and the total searching effort is limited to @, the next conditions are imposed.
Therefore, our problem is formulated as a variational problem in which a function d> maximizes the functional P(@) defined by Eq. (4) subject to Eq. (5 On the other hand, integrating @ ( I r ) over Xr Rn, we have
where 7 is the scale factor of the extended effect function g defined by Eq. (2). Therefore, the problem (PI) is rewritten to the next problem (P2). In the following, we o m i t the subscript T in Xr since any confusion wouldn' t be expected.
Problem It should be noted that although the first condition of Eq. (5) holds for inequali ty ( 5 ) in feasible search plans, but in our problem, an optimal plan $ * always ses the available searching effort @ exhaustively since any value of reserved effort in a search plan is not evaluated.
In the above lenina, if the detection function is the exponential function Since the optimal ^> *(XI of Problem (P2) is given by Lena or Corollary stated above, we can calculate the optimal <b* of Proble (PI) from Ed. ( 6 ) . Thus the next theorem is presented.
eorem : The optimal distribution of searching effort The optimal plan is given by the above theorem, however, the tentative solution 6 does not always satisfy En. (13), since usually a function 4 does not satisfy simul taneously two independent integral equations (12) Here, we summarize an algorithm to calculate the optimal (or suboptimal) searching effort distribution d>*.
Step 1. Calculate the optimal solution { @ *(Dl of Problem (P2) by Eqs. (9) and (10) or Eq. (11) .
Step 2. Substitute i^* into the right-hand side of Eq. (12) Step 3. Select a trial function 6 which contains several unknown par go to Step 4.
Step 4. Determine the unknown parameters of 5 by either method : Approximat ion 1 -4 stated before. Here, the constraint of Eq. (13) is adopted always as one of conditions determining the parameters of 5. Go to Step 5.
Step 5. Calculate P(i('*) and ~( $ 1 by Eqs. of the extended effect of Our algorithm stated ing effort is considered (such as Ri tz' s method).
the trial function <f>(JD, searching effort g(z). above to obtai the suboptimal distribution of serachas one of the direct method of calculus of variations Hence, the accuracy of the approximation is depend on and the calculation to obtain the suboptimal distribut ion wi th required (prescribed) accuracy must be conducted by trial-and-error manner. However, Approximat ion 3 (the moment maching method) and Approximat ion 4 (the least squares deviation nethod between $ and 5) are expected to give good approximat ions usualy if the trial function <(> is selected appropriately. Approxat ion 2 may also give a good approximat ion. Because the approxi tion <j>(x> = 0 in the interval $ < 0 does not give large effect to P(il>) since the region $ (JD < 0 is the marginal regio of A (= UIV(I)>O}) and p(Df (OID is small from the lemma : Eq. (9, therefore, the arginal effectiveness of the searching effort at X is small compared with the region 6(1) > 0. On the other hand, Approximation 1 sometimes may have large error since the adjustment of total effort 6 to a> is conducted in all X with 6 CD > 0. In future, we must investigate more detai 1 properties of the procedure and accuracy of the approximat ions.
In the next section, to show our algorithm concretely, we analyze an optimal distribution of searching effort for the datum search situation by applying the procedure st at ed above.
4. An Optimal Searching Effort Distribution for a Datum Search One of frequently experienced search situations in practice is so-called datum search operation in which an unconfirmed information of target position In is reported and the contact with the target is lost before confirming the information. Therefore, in order to comf ir it, the region around the datum point Xo must be searched again in detail. In this case, since error of the reported point Xo is inevitable, the target distribution p(D is estiaated by a normal distribution JV(Xo, o ' ) , where o is the variance of datum error. Here, since the problem ulation and the theore s given in the previous section are not influenced by the dimension of the target space, we assume a target space R1 in this section for si~plicity of calculations and set the origin of the target space X on the reported position Xo. Then, a vector I is denoted by a scalar x and p.d. f. p(x) of the target distribution is given by the next formula.
On the other hand, the exponential detect ion function given by Eq. (3) is assumed and the continuous searching effort @ is available to the searcher. Therefore, Problem (P2) is defined as 00 subject to ( -00 @(x)dxS r1> and it(=) S 0.
Hereafter, a (x) = a is assumed. The optimal effective searching effort $ * of the above problem (P2) is derived from Corollary stated before as .
The detection probability I)(^>*) by the optimal ^>* is calculated as follows.
As for the function of extended effect of searching effort g(z) = 6z+gr(~), we examine two cases.
Definite range type gr(Z) : 1 z l 5 a, gr(z') = { 0 I Z I > a . r = 2atl.
Gaussian type gr(z) :
In the former case given by Eq. (17), the searching effort allocated to x is effective on detecting the target being in the effective range a from x: Izl = x-xrl 5 a, and has no effect out of a from x. On the other hand, in the later case given by Eq. (181, the effectiveness of searching effort decreases monotonically by increasing distance Izl.
1. The case of definite range type g(z)
Substituting Eqs. (15) and (17) when the searching effort has the extended effect, the searcher should not concentrate his effort at the central part too much, and he must allocate i t broadly. This fact is shown in Figure 1 -B by the distribution of Ãˆ (<))) which is calculated by substituting 5 into the left-hand side of Eq. (19). This figure shows clearly concentration of <; > (<(>I in the neighborhood of the datum point. In this figure, the optimal ^* given by Eq. (15) is also shown by a broken line to see similarity of i f ) ( & ) and Ãˆo* As seen in this figure, both curves are quite similar. If we neglect the extended effects of searching effort and adopt the search plan given 
~( T H * ) f(F) p(@*)-p(<))) p (~) -p < . < t > )
P(^ *) Figure 2 -B shows il>* and <)($) given by the left-hand sides of Eq. (22) to see the similalty of both curves. In Table 2 , a sensitivity analysis of 6 for the case with parameters : a=l, a=20, @ = 2 5 (in these values are the same as Table 1 ) is shown. It may be said that errors shown in Table 2 are small and < b * has sufficient accuracy for practical use. All the matters discussed on the case of definite range type g in the previous section are also valid in case of Gaussian type g. In this section, we elucidate properties of the optimal solution obtained above, and discuss generalizations of the model and problems remained to be investigated in future.
Properties of the optimal solution
Main structure of our model can be stated as follows. The searching effort distribution @ (I) is transformed to $ ( I r ) by Eq. Eq. (6) means effective searching effort of a search plan <& at the target position XT, and @ ( I r ) has the local effectiveness in Problem (P2) as shown in Eq. (7). Here, it should be noted that the transformation @ eliminates the extended effect from the detection function f, and it diminishes the detectability by unit searching effort. On the other hand, the total effective searching effort of @ is expanded to 7 @ in volume as shown in Eq. (lo), where 7 2 1 and 7-1 is the increasing ratio of effective searching effort by g r ( z ) . Thus, Problem (PI) is equivalently converted to Problem (P2) by the transformation il>. In Problem (PZ), since -if) has the local effectiveness, we can apply the results obtained by previous studies on the optimal search plan to derive the optimal il>*. However, the optimal solution il>* is not complete, because il)* is composed of <& and we must find <& * which constructs the optimal @ *. This means the inverse transformat ion by Eq. (12) from il> * to <i > *. However, as mentioned before, <ti obtained by the inverse transformation of il> * by Eq. (12) is not feasible if Eq. (13) is not satisfied, and usually the tentative solution 6 of Eq. (12) is not feasible since a function <t > cannot satisfy two independent integral equations (12) and (13), simultaneously. Then, <& * obtained by our model is one of suboptimal search plan.
As well known previously, the optimal distribution -if)* given by Lemma or Corollary has a reasonable property that the marginal detection probability of the target (more general ly, the marginal expected reward or the marginal expected utility) p(JDdf(@ (D)/d^> (I) is balanced to A for every point to be searched, and if the largest marginal detection probability at X : p(X)df(i{) (X))/d-if) (X) for il) (JO = 0 is smal ler than A , searching for the point should be abandoned. It is very interesting that these properties hold for @ * and do not valid for <b* if the extended effect of searching effort exists, and it seems to be natural.
Generalization of the model
The model proposed in this paper can be generalized to models of various search s i t uat ions.
(1). Search problem in discrete target space
In this paper, the target space is assumed to be continuous B-dimensional Euclidean spaces. However, the space can be changed to discrete space, say boxes {iL without any difficulty. For a problen with discrete target space, pd) is defined by a probability mass of the target being in box i and <& 0) is volume of searching effort allocated to box i, and integration over the target space is changed to summation Xi-Then, all results obtained in this paper can be applied to the problem of discrete space.
In problems of discrete target space, the searching effort @ may sometimes become discrete. Since this problem is an integer programming problem, we can not apply the results obtained in this papar to it. However, if this IP problem is solved by a branch-and-bound method, we can use our theorems of continuous searching effort to solve the continuous relaxation problem of discrete effort problem in order to estimate an upper bound value P(<f>) of branches. In this paper, we eal with basic KOOD an' S problem taking account of the extended effect of sea hing effort and employ the detection probability of the target as the measure of effectiveness (abbreviated as M. 0. E.) to be maxi In search theory, optimal search problems with other M.0.E. such searching effort until detect ion, expected reward (or risk) of search, probability, etc. have been investigated by many authors [5, 81 . These studies give the conditions for optimal solution under the assumption of local effectiveness of searching effort. We can ap ly the optimization procedure given in this paper to problems with the extended effect of searching effort and .O.E. other than the detection probability of the target by applying the tra formation (b to ^> by Ea. (6) . In this case, Le a given in Section 3.2. must be replaced with the optimal conditions investigated by previous studies. Using them, @ * is derived, and then, it * is inversely transformed by En. (12) or approximated by <(> as described in Section 3.
(4). Moving target problems
As for the opti a1 search problems for a moving target, we can say the same stated above. Optimal distribution of searching effort for a moving target have been investigated by many authors thoroughly under the assumption of local effectiveness [3,5,8,91. These models can be generalized to models with the extended effect of searching effort by using the transformation ID given by Eq. (6). (5) . Generalized resource a1 location problems Up to here, we deal with problems limiting to the optimal search proble However, our ode1 presented here can be applied to more general problems of optimal resource allocation. In this case, the search space becoaies a discrete space {i} defined by set of jobs (or other appropreate target) for which are allocated and p ( i ) is some latent value of job i, and the extended effort function gij is defined as a function giving the extended effect to job j by unit resource applied to job L Here the detecion function f(<s> jlj), Eq. (3, gives some gain earned in job i by @ j units allocated to job j. Thus, the optimal resource allocation model may be formulated and the optimal solution will be obtained by the same approach described in this paper. From a point of view of the non-linear progamming problem, th S is an optimization problem of nonseparable function in contrast with a sep rable problem under the assumption of local effect iveness of resources. 3. Problems to be investigated in future
In this paper, we formulate a search problem by considering a function g(z) which gives diminishing ratio of the effectiveness of searching effort by the distance I zl between the searching point and the target. By this definition of g(& the Koopman model can be generalized without any difficulties. On the other hand, as a fundamental concept of search theory, detection range curve A(z) (instantaneous detect ion probability) which gives the detect ion probability of the target by unit search time and a general model of "Inverse n-th power detection law [4Iy9 for continuous search is presented. Furthermore, the detect ion potential of an encounter are established as micro models of search theory. These concepts and models define the detectability of a target being apart from the searcher by distance Izl. If the function g(z) in our ode1 can be formulated by the instantaneous detection probability b(z) menti ned above, i t makes clear the relation between the macro ode1 of optimal distribution of searching effort and the micro model of target detection, and it may contribute to give a wide view of the theoretical development of search theory.
In this paper, dealing with a generalization of Koopman's model, we do not consider time process of a1 locat ing the searching effort. However, search process is usually time schedule and in this case, effect of allocated effort remains and decreases with time elapsed. Hence, the extended effect function of searching effort g(z) becomes a function of both time and distance : g(t,z). Especially, in generalized resource a1 locat ion problem, this effect may be important. In this problem, we must deal with a non-stat ionary search process and it may be one of important problems to be studied in future.
As stated before, we can convert Problem (PI) to Problem (P2) which has the local effectiveness of searching effort by considering the transformation a,
and it allows us to apply results of previous studies to obtain the optimal @*. However, this approach brings another difficulty to us to solve the integral equation of <f> (X) given by Eq. (12) under the feasible condition : Eq. (13). This integral equation has not any feasible solution frequently as shown in the example of Section 4, and then, we must content ourselves with obtaining a suboptimal solution. If we are not satisfied with the suboptimal solution or want to avoid this difficulties, we must investigate so e procedure to derive the optimal solution @ * directly without using the transformation Â¥^ This is one of the problems to be studied in future.
Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate an optimal search proble relaxing the assumption of the local effectiveness of searching effort. Introducing the extended effect function g of searching effort and defining a transformation of the searching effort distribution d> to effective searching effort @ at the target position, we formulate the model and derive the optimal solution. We have shown that the transformation il) with the kernel g is useful to deal with the problem and have given the procedure to calculate the optimal (or suboptimal) distribution of searching effort. By this model, the reality of the model analyzing the optimal distribution of searching effort may be improved very much. In this paper, as an application of the theorems, the optimal solution for the datum search situation is analyzed in detail. Wide applicability of our model to various optimal search problems studied by many authors previously are discussed and generalization of our model are also suggested.
